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Executive Summary 
The SELIS publish/subscribe system is an integral part of the SELIS community node as it enables an efficient 
communication across the whole software stack connecting several in-homogeneous data processing platforms 
either serving as data producers or data consumers. Besides ensuring connectivity and data exchange of those 
systems, the system also provides filtering mechanisms lowering the load and work on the various subsystems. 
Furthermore, the system will also be used to perform filtering of messages and message content to conform 
with privacy requirements originating from various sub-systems in SELIS. 

The objective of this deliverable is to present the architecture and design for the publish/subscribe system used 
in SELIS. The design is based on the requirements coming from various stakeholders across multiple Living Labs. 

In the first part of the deliverable, we briefly summarize those requirements such as (i) the system must be 
able to operate in an untrusted environment such as public clouds, (ii) must be highly scalable to serve 
hundreds or even thousands of different customers along the supply chain, and (iii) requires a one-to-one as 
well as group communication in addition to the space decoupling as originally imposed by the 
publish/subscribe paradigm.  

We then present the architecture of the system which consists of a stage-based design comprising a load-
balancer stage (access points), a matcher stage which performs the actual filtering, and an exist point which 
compacts matched publications for efficiency and scalability.  

We furthermore present our approach on how we ensure confidentiality of the data being disseminated by the 
system through appropriate encryption and authentication mechanism in conjunction with the use of a new 
technology, namely Intel SGX which allows to run parts of a software in trusted compartments which prevents 
data leakage as well as tampering with application in shared environments such as public clouds.  

Moreover, we discuss the design of a registry to allow secure point to point or even group communication in 
addition to the anonymous communication pattern the publish/subscribe paradigma offers.  

We discuss shortly how messages are exchanged, the interface and message exchange standards that exist for 
publish/subscribe systems in general and how those standards have been adopted in the SELIS 
publish/subscribe system. 

We then present the current state of the application programming interface (API) of the prototype, by first 
presenting the schema definitions for publications as well as subscriptions, followed by code snippets and 
examples on how to issue publications and subscriptions to the system and their semantics. 

The deliverable finally presents the performance characteristics of the current version of prototype we use in 
SELIS. The performance evaluation contains figures presenting the throughput and latency of the prototype 
with an increasing number of subscriptions simulating the potential users of the SELIS SCN. 

We then conclude the deliverable with a short summary and conclusion, summarizing the design decisions of 
the current prototype and provide also an outlook along the lines of the project for future work. 
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Disclaimer 

The content of the publication herein is the sole responsibility of the publishers and it does not necessarily 
represent the views expressed by the European Commission or its services. 

While the information contained in the documents is believed to be accurate, the authors(s) or any other 
participant in the SELIS consortium make no warranty of any kind with regard to this material including, but not 
limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. 

Neither the SELIS Consortium nor any of its members, their officers, employees or agents shall be responsible 
or liable in negligence or otherwise howsoever in respect of any inaccuracy or omission herein. 

Without derogating from the generality of the foregoing neither the SELIS Consortium nor any of its members, 
their officers, employees or agents shall be liable for any direct or indirect or consequential loss or damage 
caused by or arising from any information advice or inaccuracy or omission herein. 

 

Copyright message 

© SELIS Consortium, 2016-2019. This deliverable contains original unpublished work except where clearly 
indicated otherwise. Acknowledgement of previously published material and of the work of others has been 
made through appropriate citation, quotation or both. Reproduction is authorized provided the source is 
acknowledged. 
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1 Introduction 

In this deliverable we present the architecture and design of one of the core components of SELIS, the 
publish/subscribe system which enables communication amongst several participants and systems in the 
shared European logistics information space (SELIS). The architecture and design is based on the requirements 
coming from stakeholder from various SELIS LivingLabs (LL). 

We will first briefly describe a common use-case we identified for the publish/subscribe system used in SELIS 
and then guide the reader through the document (i) explaining the design and architecture of the system, (ii) 
security aspects etc. and performance. Step-by-step we will outline the design choices we have taken in 
concert with alternatives and reasons why choose a specific path in those various aspects when designing such 
system. 

The Use Case Scenario 

In the following, we present the use case in order to guide the reader through the rest of the document: In 
SELIS, various logistics partners such as DHL are in charge of delivering goods in some containerized form from 
some location A to a specific destination B which is either the final destination or some intermediate one 
where the container will be loaded onto some other form of transportation such as a truck or some ship in 
order to continue its journey. During that journey, customers whose goods are being delivered as well as 
companies that may take over the delivery are very much interested in knowing where such containers are 
residing in order to better plan if deliveries are likely to being delayed due to traffic jams or due to other 
reasons etc. 

In order to increase information transparency for those participants, we introduce the SELIS publish/subscribe 
system: The publish/subscribe communication pattern enables communication amongst participants in a 
decoupled way, hence, publishers as well as subscribers are not necessarily aware of each other. This is 
beneficial as during the journey of a container, (i) an unbounded number of participants may be interested in 
knowing the location of a specific container, as well as (ii) an unbounded number of containers is sharing such 
information. Hence, there are several publishers, i.e., containers that constantly reporting their location as well 
as several participants which are only interested in receiving one specific piece of information. 

A typical piece of information that is being shared in such a scenario is the GPS location of a truck along with 
the contents of the container. Both information items are important since not all GPS location from the fleet of 
trucks should be shared with all customers. Hence, a filtering is needed that ensures that only the GPS location 
of the truck that is delivering the good of a customer is shared with the customer. In order to achieve this, 
topic-based publish/subscribe systems cannot be used as the filtering and routing of such messages must be 
achieved by looking directly at the contents of a message rather than looking at the title/topic. Hence, in the 
above scenario, the publish/subscribe system will only route messages, i.e., the GPS location of the truck to a 
customer if the message contain the orderId that belongs to the customer. 

In SELIS, we expect thousands of messages per seconds being generated and published by thousands of logistic 
partners using the publish/subscribe system. In addition to the high number of publications, we also expect a 
considerable amount of subscriptions being installed representing customers, group of customers or even 
other logistic partners. In order to handle this amount of data, a highly scalable solution is required. We will 
therefore present in the first part of the deliverable the architecture of the SELIS publish/subscribe system 
which is based on StreamMine3G, a highly scalable, fault tolerance and elastic stream processing engine 
which allows to seamlessly scale across several nodes to accommodate various static as well as fluctuating 
workloads. 
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The SELIS publish/subscribe system is intended to run on public infrastructure/cloud environments such as 
Amazon AWS or private OpenStack cloud deployments. Although it is possible to securely store data in cloud 
environments by encrypting them before transmitting in the untrusted space, secure computation was yet an 
issue. In SELIS, secure computation is needed as publications, i.e., the messages shared by the logistic partners 
must be inspected in order to achieve a content-based routing. The second part of the deliverable is therefore 
dedicated to various security aspects of the system such as how to provide communication channels, and how 
to ensure trusted computation where we present our approach based on latest Intel SGX technology [SGX]. 

In addition to ensure trusted computation, the deliverable will also outline mechanism and design attempts on 
how to ensure that only a specific group of participants may be able to subscribe and receive certain messages 
as well as how to crop out contents of specific messages which is not intended for all subscribers. We 
therefore describe a first attempt for a design for a registry entity to achieve one-to-one communication as 
well as group communication on top of the SELIS publish/subscribe system. 

Deliverable Outline 

The deliverable is structured as follows: In the next section, we provide an overview how we address the SELIS 
description of actions, and then dive into design consideration contextualizing our contribution. We then 
present in Chapter 2 the overall system design of the SELIS publish subscribe system followed by interface 
description and an overview about message exchange standards in Chapter 3. 

Next, we present the design choices to ensure privacy when operating the SELIS publish/subscribe system in a 
shared cloud environment. The chapter presents how secure communication is ensured using encrypted 
channels, how participants are authenticated the the design of a registry. 

In Chapter 5, we present micro-benchmarks of our current version of the SELIS publish/subscribe system 
outlining the scalability aspects such as how the system behaves with increasing numbers of publications and 
subscriptions. 

In the last chapter, we present related work in the area of content-based publish/subscribe systems which is 
broken down in scalability, elasticity and security aspects. The deliverable concludes with a summary section 
presenting the scientific and innovative contributions in SELIS with regards to the publish/subscribe system. 

1.1 Addressing the SELIS Description of Actions 

Decisions made during the design phase of the SELIS publish/subscribe system have a huge impact on the 
quality and the total cost of ownership of the SELIS community node associated services that require 
communication and information exchange. T3.2 specifies the architecture of an integrated communications 
platform for logistics that allows content-based routing on shared infrastructure while ensuring privacy 
regarding content of messages and subscription preferences. The main component of the platform will be the 
extended and adapted cloud pub-sub system StreamHub which is based on StreamMine3G. To ensure privacy 
of message contents it will be adapted to be running in a trusted execution environment like Intel SGX 
enclaves. The Information Connectivity and Communications will be designed to be integrated in the SELIS 
architecture, in a scalable and fault-tolerant way. 

Subtasks: 

● ST3.2.1 Publish-Subscribe (P-S) sub-system design: This subtask will specify the main modules and 
interfaces of the platform (broker, publisher, subscribe profiles, subscription topic management). It 
will: (a) Survey integration and communication protocols with fast and efficient of encryption, 
decryption and message signing. message format is payload agnostic and will be capable of carrying 
design is based on supply chain interoperability standards (WCO, GS1, UBL etc.). (b) Perform detailed 
specification of subscription matching and routing protocols; definition of trust and privacy preserving 
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business rules; detailed specification of repository schema for metadata publishing/ information 
sharing. (c) Develop Publish Subscribe Registries and Profiles. It will design the distributed registry 
containing information about the SELIS node participants (subscribers and publishers). 

● ST3.2.2 Sub-system prototyping: The task will prototype and test the performance of the platform 
connectivity subsystem and install it in the virtual machines deployed in a test standard Cloud 
environment and SELIS Node stack, so that they can be tested and deployed in the project’s Living Labs. 
DevOps constructs will be delivered, for the deployment, testing, and change management. 

● ST3.2.3 Performance and security improvement: The task will continue to optimize the system 
considering issues around the mobility of publishers and subscribers and also threat models which 
consider how to guard against malicious nodes or brokers. 

● ST3.2.4 Integration of the Publish - Subscribe sub-system with the SELIS Platform. 

1.2 Deliverable Description 

The deliverable description is as follows: A report that describes the communication for message exchanges 
and data streams. Furthermore, it elaborates one the axis of communication security mechanisms, encryption, 
authentication and nonrepudiation. It also describes how the SELIS publish/subscribe system achieves 
interoperability, message exchange standards, communications exchanges design and the registry design. 
Finally, it provides an overview of communication and infrastructure solutions stack., containers, and DevOps 
models using Docker and demonstrator setup, as a draft prototype. 

SELIS GA requirements 
Section(s) of present deliverable 

addressing SELIS GA 
Description 

T3.1 Publish-Subscribe (P-
S) sub-system design 

2 Design Considerations 

3 Overall System Design 

4 Data Structures for Messages and 
Subscriptions 

5 Security 

Chapter 2 makes a first, high-level 
reference to the SELIS Platform, as well 
as layout of the requirements for the 
system, while Chapter 3 presents the 
actual architecture in further detail. 
Chapter 4 presents message exchange 
standards while Chapter 5 introduces 
the reader to security related aspects of 
the publish/subscribe system. 

ST3.2.2 Sub-system 
prototyping 6 Deployment and Performance 

Chapter 6 discusses the performance of 
the system and presents how the 
system can be deployed in shared 
environments using Docker containers - 
see also Appendix for further details. 

ST3.2.3 Performance and 
security improvement 

5 Security 

6 Deployment and Performance 

Chapter 5 provides an overview of all 
aspects concerning security related 
issues while the performance of the 
system is evaluated in Chapter 6. 

ST3.2.4 Integration of the 
Publish 

4 Data Structures for Messages and 
Subscriptions 

Chapter 4  documents how the 
proposed message exchange standards 
help the system to integrate in existing 
supply chain products using the 
universal flat JSON format. 

Table 1 Deliverable’s adherence to SELIS objectives and Work Plan  
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2 Design Considerations  
2.1 Introducing the SELIS Platform Vision 

In order to contextualize the SELIS Publish/subscribe system, we first provide a short recap of the SELIS 
Community Node (SCN), which has been designed and shaped during the previous months by the SELIS 
technical members of the consortium. Deliverable D4.1 has a detailed description of the overall SCN 
architecture. The node’s architecture is based on the requirements laid out by stakeholders and pan-European 
policy-enforcing authorities. In the following, we will revisit the concept of the SCN on a high level, focusing on 
the long-term vision and system-to-system connectivity which is provided by the SELIS publish/subscribe 
system presented in this deliverable. 

The following section provides an overview of the layered approach based on the SELIS vision document. It 
describes the functionality of each layer at a high level and details how applications can be composed and be 
connected with each other using the SELIS publish/subscribe system.  

The first layer’s objective is to allow an information and data exchange between participants and applications 
within the information space. Hence, structured data can be collected from several heterogeneous sources 
creating a single data space in the cloud, which physically consists of distributed connected data sources. The 
required functionality of this layer can therefore be defined as follows: 

● Exchange of real time events 
● Exchange of documents or large data structures 
● Enforce authorized access to other participant’s databases/web services 

In terms of technical infrastructure, this means that this first layer needs to provide: 

● Identity authentication system 
● Publish subscribe system for many-to-many communication of events which is described in this 

document 
● Single-sign-on authorization system for services or data-sources 
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Figure 1 SELIS NODE technology stack and Layers 

 

The second layer provides the supply chain context needed to understand the data exchanged and provided by 
the first layer. It fuses the data in to provide a situational picture. For example, several supply chain events can 
be fused to provide a picture of where all goods and assets are. Therefore, the required functionality of this 
layer can be defined as follows: 

● Aggregating and joining temporally separated events. 
● Aggregating and joining information from different sources (events, databases, services) 
● Saving or sending the results of this aggregation. 

The third layer provides higher level information due to predictive or descriptive analytics while the previous 
layers solely perform low level data processing and data exchange. Hence, this layer targets data analytics. 
Therefore, the required functionality for this particular layer can be defined as follows: 

● Processing and analysis of data such as 
o Calculating aggregate statistics 
o Calculating KPIs 
o Fitting models to data 
o Statistical Querying  

The fourth layer is composed of a set of services for optimization or decision support and is entirely application 
specific although some services such as schedule, inventory or route optimization may be common. Each Living 
Lab produces its own types of content for this layer while the previous ones serve as a bases across all Living 
Labs and use cases. This also requires a flexible design of the communication infrastructure such as the 
publish/subscribe system. 

The fifth and final layer is the application layer itself which provides actual benefits to end users, and is user 
specific. The application can be invisible to other users and may consist of business logic which configures the 
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lower layers such as an information space for linking the back-end systems of multiple actors. Such an 
application might consist of: 

● Services which read information from an internal system of some party, filters it, transforms the data 
and publishes it over the connectivity layer, i.e., the publish/subscribe system.  

● Services that publishes data from another party.  
● Services that subscribe to both of these messages, fuses them and saves them to a database.  
● Services which analyze data, and conditionally triggers some action.  

 

Requirements derived from SELIS Use Cases 
 

Requirements 
Section(s) of present 

deliverable addressing 
the requirement 

Justification 

Content-based routing 3 Overall System Design 

The alternative topic-based publish/subscribe 
paradigm cannot be applied as the filtering and 
routing must be based on the content itself rather 
than a static title/topic. 

Secure 
communication/secure 
channels 

5 Security 

The SELIS publish/subscribe system is intended to 
run on shared/untrusted environments. Hence, 
communication must be secured by establishing 
secure channels.  

Secure data 
processing/content-
based routing 

3 Overall System Design 

5 Security 

The SELIS publish/subscribe system is intended to 
run on shared/untrusted environments. Hence, 
inspection of messages must be achieved in a 
privacy preserving manner.  

Table 2 Requirements derived from the use case 
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3 Overall System Design 

In this section we present the architecture of the SELIS content-based publish/subscribe system which we 
extended with security mechanisms to run in an untrusted public cloud environment. The SELIS content-based 
publish/subscribe system is based on StreamMine3G [S3G], an Event Stream Processing engine. We will also 
present some advanced state management mechanisms that have been added to StreamMine3G to enable the 
implementation the SELIS publish/subscribe system. While this section focuses on scalability and modularity, 
we also briefly describe other features of StreamMine3G, notably its transparent support for dependability.  

3.1 StreamMine3G 

StreamMine3G is a highly scalable framework that targets the processing of information flow in the form of 
streams of events. The architecture of the StreamMine3G is illustrated in Figure 2. StreamMine3G allows 
separating the processing of events streams through a set of stages. The stages are organized in a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG). The stream of data to process is received by an initial input stage (stage 1, on the left side 
of Figure 2). Stages are composed of a number of operators that typically reside on separate machines in a 
processing cluster or a cloud, and have unique identifiers (id). Operators of the same stage share the same 
code, in the form of an event handler, a function that is called whenever a new event is received and may emit 
new events for stages downstream in the DAG (e.g., in Figure 2, operators of stage 1 may generate events for 
stage 2 or stage 3). The final stage is responsible for propagating the stream of resulting events to the clients of 
the event-based application StreamMine3G provides support for efficient communication amongst stages and 
for management of the state that may be maintained by operators. 

 

 

Figure 2 Stage-driven architecture of StreamMine3G 

 

Communication between stages is exclusively conducted based on events. Each event is a <key,value> pair.  
StreamMine3G supports unicast, anycast, and broadcast communication primitives between stages, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. The stage to which events are sent is chosen upon their creation. StreamMine3G 
communication primitives are oblivious to the content of events, which may only be used inside event-handlers 
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functions. All communications take place on pre-established and persistent TCP connections: all operators of 
one stage are persistently connected to all operators of the next stage(s) in the DAG. 

The unicast primitive determines the id of the operator in the next stage by hashing the event key, modulo the 

number N of operators in the next stage. A specific hash-function can be specified by the event handler 
function, which may for instance operate on a subset of the key, or implement a more complex stream 
partitioning mechanism. The anycast primitive sends to a random operator of the next stage. Finally, the 
broadcast primitive propagates the event to all operators of the next stage. The broadcast operation as 
implemented in the current version of StreamMine3G sends a copy of the event to each operator of the next 
stage, but more efficient mechanisms based on IP multicast are under consideration. 

StreamMine3G operators can be either stateless or stateful, and can be composed of several independent 
processing threads to support concurrency at the operator level when running on a multi-core processor. All 
threads of a given operator support the execution of the same event handling function. Figure 3 presents a 
detailed view of the state of one of the operators from Figure 2. Threads from a pool processes incoming 
events from an input queue using a part of the state determined according to the event identifiers. 

 

Figure 3 Details of an operator from Figure 2 supported by 4 threads 

The state of an operator (e.g., a window of events or summary information from previously processed events) 
is managed by StreamMine3G, and can be partitioned using the same keys that are used for unicast routing 
between stages. Each thread accesses the state corresponding to the event to process using the appropriate 
read-only (R) or read-write (R/W) lock. An event with key k1 can be processed in parallel with another event 
with key k2 as long as k1 ≠ k2 and if the processing of both events will not write to the same part of the state. 

The StreamMine3G architecture can seamlessly exploit the natural scalability of operators defined by the 
application. StreamMine3G scales by distributing the event-stream onto all available instances of one stage, 
and additional load for one given stage is simply supported by adding more operators within the stage (i.e., 
adding more machines to support it). This flexible provisioning of stages is the main source of scalability of the 
SELIS publish/subscribe system. 

An additional feature of StreamMine3G, that we do not exploit in this deliverable but will leverage as part of 
our future work, is the transparent support of dependability. StreamMine3G allows event-based applications to 
use either passive or active fault-tolerance. The former is supported by efficient logging-and-replay of events 
between stages, combined with snapshots of the operator state [MKC+11]. The latter is supported through the 
use of active replication mechanisms [MFB11]. 
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3.2 SELIS Publish/Subscribe Architecture 

The SELIS Publish/subscribe architecture builds on top of StreamMine3G and implements content-based 
filtering using stages and operators. In this section, we present the various components of the SELIS 
Publish/subscribe architecture and their interactions. 

We start by describing the access points used by external clients. We then present the StreamMine3G stages 
that support content-based filtering, as well as the partition of the load onto different operators at each stage. 
The filtering operation itself is delegated to one or several filtering libraries that implement various forms of 
mechanisms for matching publications against stored subscriptions. The SELIS Publish/subscribe also provides 
optional support for clustering libraries, which can partition the state of subscriptions in elaborate ways and 
speed up the filtering operation, e.g., by placing similar subscriptions on the same operator. Please note that 
our objective here is not to contribute with novel filtering mechanisms, but to address the scalability and 
modularity aspects of the construction of a publish/subscribe system, and that elasticity and dependability are 
out of the scope of this deliverable as it is transparently provided by StreamMine3G. 

3.2.1 External and Internal Formats 

The operators of StreamMine3G are typically deployed on a cluster, i.e., a set of machines with limited hard- 

ware heterogeneity. Furthermore, operators are implemented using the same language (C++/Python). As a 
result, the internal communication and serialization formats between the elements forming the architecture 
can be decided based on performance criteria. We therefore use the efficient binary format provided by Boost 
libraries [Boo] for internal propagation of events. 

In contrast, clients may execute on different platforms and use a variety of languages. The choice of the 
external format is thus driven by its hardware- and language independency. SELIS’s external format uses a 
REST/JSON based interface which provides efficient serialization primitives for subscriptions, unsubscriptions, 
and publications while hiding language and platform heterogeneity. 

To enable the conversion between these two formats and process user-generated requests (e.g., a 
publication), we introduce an operator that is external to the StreamMine3G stages, called the Data-Converter 
& Load Balancer (DCLB for short). A DCLB not only translates between the internal and external formats, but it 
also acts as sole contact point for clients. The latter connect to a DCLB via a persistent TCP connection to 
enable low end-to-end delay for communication with StreamMine3G and, more importantly, to support 
asynchronous notifications of matching publications, as clients may not be directly reachable (e.g., lie behind a 
NAT or firewall). 

Several DCLBs can be used for one given SELIS SCN. This is particularly useful when the number of opened 
connections or the necessary bandwidth become too high for a single machine or the cost of conversion 
creates a bottleneck. Note that a machine equipped with several network interface cards will typically support 
one DCLB per card. 

The selection of the DCLB for a given client is based on the same balancing mechanism used by default for 
unicast communications between StreamMine3G stages, i.e., by applying a hash function to the client’s unique 
identifier. 

3.2.2 Content-based Routing Stages 

In this subsection we present the three StreamMine3G stages that form the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system. 
These stages are listed in Figure 4, together with the StreamMine3G communication primitives that are used 
for propagating events between them. A detailed example of the path taken by subscriptions and publications 
within the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 SELIS Pub/Sub Architecture 

Access Point Stage: The Access Point (AP) stage plays the role of the input stage in StreamMine3G terminology. 
They receive events serialized in the internal format from any of the DCLBs. The selection of an AP by a DCLB is 
done at random to guarantee good load balancing properties. AP operators effectively implements subscription 
partitioning. 

Each incoming event has a key that indicates the type of the client request, i.e., a new subscription, an un-
subscription, or a publication. Subscriptions are not stored by the APs but are instead forwarded to the M stage 
that implements the filtering operation. As the system can simultaneously support different filtering algorithms 
and event types (e.g., flat vs. structured data, encrypted publications and/or subscriptions, declarative vs. 
executable filters) to be processed by distinct M stages, a first dispatching of subscriptions and events is made 
based on an optional filter identifier, embedded in event keys. 

Only one of the operators in the M stage holds any given subscription. AP operators hence use unicast 
communication to select the appropriate M stage operator that will be responsible for the subscription. The 
default mechanism relies on StreamMine3G unicast and routes the subscription based on the hashing of the 
subscription identifier specified in event keys. We note that this selection mechanism is (1) stateless and (2) 
reproducible: an un-subscription will be routed from the AP stage to the M stage using unicast and arrive at the 
same M operator. 

Alternatively, to this default mechanism, the user can decide to defer selection to a library (libcluster), that 
supports more complex forms of subscription clustering which we did not yet evaluated. A clustering algorithm 
can maintain state in StreamMine3G and take its decision based on the subscription content. This incur an 
additional cost for the AP operator, in return for a better performance at the M stage. In the case the selection 
mechanism is not reproducible, unsubscriptions need to be broadcasted to all operators of the corresponding 
M stage. 

Matching Stage: The Matching (M) stage supports publication filtering. Operators of the M stage are 
associated with a library (libfilter), that performs the matching of publications against registered subscriptions. 
Different filtering library implementations can be used for the M stages, but they must comply with a simple 
API supporting two main operations: (1) storing/removing subscriptions based on their identifier; and (2) 
processing a publication and returning a list of matching subscriber identifiers. At this stage, the content of the 
subscriptions and publications themselves is accessed only by the filtering library, making the SELIS 
architecture oblivious to the nature of the matching operation. The filtering library currently supported by 
SELIS publish/subscribe systems is based on the SIENA counting algorithm [CW03]. 
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Subscription are stored by the filters in state managed by StreamMine3G, which can be accessed concurrently 
by splitting in multiple sub-states accessed using read and read-write locks. As filtering only requires reading 
the subscription set, and since most publish/subscribe workloads are publication-dominated, this allows scaling 
the filtering operator itself on multiple cores efficiently. The selection of the operator in the next stage is done 
randomly by using the anycast primitive of StreamMine3G. 

Exit Point Stage: The Exit Point (EP) stage acts as the output stage in StreamMine3G terminology. It receives a 
pair formed by a publication p and a list of matching subscriber identifiers, s1 , s2 , . . . , sn . The role of the EP 
stage is to perform publication dispatching, i.e., send the publication to each of the DCLBs that maintain 
permanent connection with any of the interested subscribers. An EP operator only needs to deserialize the list 
of matched subscriber identifiers and split it into sub-lists for each corresponding DCLB. Only DCLBs with non-
empty lists receive the publication. 

DCLBs are then in charge of deserializing the event from the internal format, convert it to the external format, 
and propagate it in a reliable manner to the subscribers. 

3.3 SELIS Publish/Subscribe Elasticity 

Elasticity in the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system is supported by migrating operator slices/partitions across a 
varying number of hosts [BHM+14]. The total number of active slices used by a single operator across all these 
hosts is fixed: we thus perform static partitioning of the operator state. A static partitioning is preferred as it 
does not require the application to be aware of scaling operations, avoiding specific up-calls for state 
management. Furthermore, using static partitioning relieves from using a restrictive storage model to allow 
state splitting and coalescing [FMK+13]. In the remainder of this section we describe the mechanisms for 
operator slice migration in StreamMine3G and the StreamMine3G’s elasticity manager component that 
orchestrates elasticity and system configuration. 

3.3.1 Slice Migration with Low Impact on Delays 

Migration of slices is supported at the level of StreamMine3G’s. The requirement is that the interruption of 
service must be as short as possible. We minimize the delay introduced in the processing of events during 
migrations by using slice duplication and in-memory logging/buffering of events. 

The migration mechanism is illustrated by Figure 5. The slice to migrate initially runs on a host 1 (Figure 5-(1)). 
StreamMine3G’s elasticity manager orchestrates the migration of that slice to host 2 when requested by the so 
called elasticity enforcer. The StreamMine3G runtime creates a new slice on host 2, which is initially inactive. 
The operator DAG is rewired in order to duplicate all incoming events for that slice (2). Events still reach the 
original slice on host 1 where they are processed normally, but they also reach the new slice on host 2 where 
they are queued for later processing. There is one queue per originating slice of the previous operator. The 
copy of the state takes place when all queues contain events with sequence numbers that are lower than or 
equal to those of events already processed on host 1 for the same source. Before copying the state, processing 
is stopped on host 1 (3). The state is associated with a timestamp vector. Processing resumes on host 2 using 
events following the migrated state’s timestamp vector, filtering obsolete events and preventing duplicate 
processing (4), and the original slice on host 1 is removed (6). 
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Figure 5 StreamMine3G Slice Migration Mechanism 

The slice migration time, and hence the duration of the service interruption, depends on the state size. AP 
operator slices are stateless and there is no copy phase, therefore limited latency is expected during a slice 
migration. M operator slices have a persistent state consisting of the stored subscriptions. The migration delay 
is expected to mostly depend on this state size. EP operator slices also maintain a state, but it is transient and 
expected to be small: it consists of the lists of matching subscriber identifiers for publications being processed. 
Therefore, migrating EP operator slices is expected to have a small impact on the notification delay. 

3.3.2 StreamMine3G Elasticity Manager 

The manager is in charge of the system configuration. It orchestrates the migrations according to the flow of 
operations described above, and updates the configuration accordingly. Migrations are not initiated by the 
manager itself but requested by the elasticity enforcer component. The manager collects probes from all 
participating hosts via heartbeats. Probes indicate for each slice the CPU utilization, memory utilization, and 
network usage. They are then aggregated on a per-slice and per-host basis, and sent to the elasticity enforcer 
in order to trigger changes to the slice placement according to the input elasticity policies. 

The operation of StreamMine3G requires that all hosts supporting the system share a common configuration. 
At the application level, the static configuration allows, for instance, EP operator slices to know the amount of 
M operator slices from which they must await matching subscriber lists. At the runtime level, the configuration 
is dynamic and includes the location of the slices on the hosts, which is updated upon migrations. The 
orchestration of the migration and the update of the configuration must be reliable to tolerate, in particular, a 
failure of the master. To this end, the shared configuration and migration orchestration leverage an instance of 
the ZooKeeper [HKJ+10] coordination kernel. ZooKeeper maintains a simple filesystem-like hierarchy of shared 
objects used to reliably store the configuration. At the core of ZooKeeper, a reliable atomic broadcast with 
ordering guarantees on multiple support servers can tolerate failures and maintain configuration availability. 
The whole state of the manager is stored in ZooKeeper. This allows to easily restart the manager in case of 
failure. 

3.4 SELIS Publish/Subscribe Privacy Preserving Routing 

Deploying a content-based pub/sub system in a shared (public) cloud infrastructure poses several security 
challenges as the values of the publications’ attributes and the subscriptions’ predicates may reveal 
confidential information that requires protection from potential attackers. In order to prevent such 
information leakage, encrypted filtering techniques can be used. Such filtering techniques allow a matching of 
encrypted publications against encrypted subscriptions, without revealing their original content using the ASPE 
algorithm [CGE10]. 

Although this technique provides a sufficient level of protection, it is computationally intensive and limits 
throughput and scalability of the system. We therefore target an alternative approach using Intel’s new 
Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [SGX]. Using Intel SGX, parts of the program can run in a trusted 
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compartment called an enclave where only the channels delivering data to and from the enclave must be 
protected. 

3.4.1 Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) 

Traditionally, one protects the integrity and confidentiality of applications by enforcing the isolation of 
applications. An operating system isolates the applications using hardware mechanisms like virtual address 
spaces and privileged instructions. Multiple operating systems running on the same physical host are isolated 
by the hypervisor using hardware virtualization extensions provided by the CPU. 

The protection of the application integrity and confidentiality requires so far that both the operating system as 
well as the hypervisor are trusted. In cloud environments, at least the hypervisor and, in some cases, also the 
operating system are under the control of the cloud provider. Trusting the hypervisor and the operating system 
in cloud environments can raise legal and technical issues since the cloud provider is a different legal entity 
from the application provider. 

From a legal point of view, contractual agreements with the cloud provider could ensure legal protection of the 
data integrity and confidentiality. However, such agreements might be insufficient in case the cloud provider is 
located in a different jurisdiction. Moreover, from a technical perspective, operating systems and hypervisor 
encompass millions of lines of source code. The number of exploitable bugs is proportional to the number of 
lines of code. Hence, on shared infrastructures, one cannot neglect the probability of applications being 
attacked by other tenants’ applications executing on the same computer. With formal proofs of the operating 
system, one might be able to reduce the number of exploitable bugs. Yet, the system administrators of the 
cloud provider still have access to all application data and, therefore, their credentials, if hijacked, allow to gain 
access to systems and all application data being processed. 

One needs a technology that protects the confidentiality and integrity of application data from access by any 
other software, even software with higher priority like the hypervisor. Trusted execution environments (TEE) 
are a way to protect the integrity and confidentiality of data. ARM TrustZone is a popular trusted execution 
environment that provides a secure world that cannot be accessed by the normal world. It provides, however, 
only one secure world. Hence, applications either need to share the secure world, or at most one application 
can use the secure world. Moreover, the secure world is under the control of a separate operating system, 
which means that it can still be accessed by some system administrator. 

Intel SGX is a recently released technology that provides TEEs implemented by the CPU. Although TEE solutions 
have been proposed and implemented previously, SGX has the advantage that each application can create 
separate secure enclaves to protect the confidentiality and integrity of its data while it is being processed. This 
closes the gap of traditional approaches that protect the data using protocols like TLS during transmission, and 
using file encryption when storing it - but so far do not protect it while it is processed. 

The idea is to reduce the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) to a minimum footprint, both in terms of hardware, 
the CPU die, and software, the processor’s firmware and software running inside secure containers, which 
should be designed with adequate partitioning. The main features provided by the technology are, roughly 
speaking, isolation and attestation. The first ensures privacy and integrity while the second warrants that 
sensitive data will only be shared with trusted interlocutors. 

The protection of data during processing is particularly important in the context of cloud computing, where 
applications run in an environment under the control of a different legal entity as it is the case in SELIS. 
Developers can ensure the end-to-end confidentiality and integrity of their application’s data by terminating 
the TLS connections that connect the application with its clients inside of an enclave, and any data at rest 
remains encrypted inside the enclave. With this approach, neither the cloud provider nor any hacker with root 
access can compromise the integrity or confidentiality of application data. 
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The basic idea underlying SGX is that an application can keep its confidential data inside of an enclave and 
access it from within. For example, an enclave could protect the credentials of an external database and 
additionally ensure that only certain queries are issued, or limit the maximum frequency of the database 
queries sent by this application. 

For small applications, SGX can protect application data even when the attacker has physical access to the 
computer. The hardware security perimeter is the CPU package, and all data belonging to an enclave is 
encrypted and authenticated when stored in main memory. External snooping, such as eavesdropping the 
memory bus or the system memory itself, will hence not reveal any data stored inside of enclaves. All data read 
from memory is checked for integrity and freshness by verifying the authentication tags. External data 
modifications are therefore detected since the authentication codes will not match. Feeding the CPU with old 
data that was properly encrypted and authenticated is also detected by keeping track of the latest 
authentication codes for each page. 

To enable an application to use enclaves, the developer must provide a signed shared library (.so or .dll) that 
will execute inside an enclave. The library itself is not encrypted and can be inspected before being started, 
hence no secret should be stored inside the code. 

An enclave is provided with secrets, like certificates and keys, with the help of a remote attestation protocol. 
This protocol can prove that an enclave runs on a genuine Intel’s processor with SGX and verify that its identity 
matches that of the code that the developer asked to start. During remote attestation, a secure channel is 
established that permits the remote entity to provide the enclave with secrets. 

Enclave code and data are stored in a memory area predefined at boot time, called the enclave page cache 
(EPC), which is at the moment limited to 128 MB. Applications can use approximately 90 MB while the 
remaining space is reserved for SGX itself. If an enclave is larger than 90 MB, any access to an enclave page that 
does not reside in the EPC results in a page fault. The page fault is handled by an SGX driver in the operating 
system that selects a page of the EPC to evict, i.e., the page is moved to main memory in case it was dirty or 
just dropped if a copy already exists in main memory. After a page is evicted, the SGX driver loads the 
requested page (that triggered the fault) from main memory. 

The SGX driver closely interacts with the CPU for eviction and paging since the CPU keeps track of the 
authentication tags of the evicted pages and checks them when loading pages into the EPC. In this way, one 
does not need to trust the SGX driver since it cannot violate the confidentiality nor the integrity of enclave 
pages. 

Confidentiality in the traffic between CPU and system memory is achieved by a component called the memory 
encryption engine (MEE), which is also responsible for providing tamper resistance and replay protection. 
Under normal processor operation, memory transactions that miss the cache are handled by the memory 
controller (MC). If however the cache miss is translated to a protected region, MEE takes over. In this case, it 
encrypts or decrypts data before sending to or fetching from system memory, in addition to performing 
integrity checks. 

Memory checks are made through an integrity tree that uses a stateful message authentication code (MAC) 
with nonces (non repeating numbers, coined to be used only once). The tree is stored in untrusted memory, 
except for the root that is kept on-die and inaccessible from outside. It reflects the integrity of the whole 
protected area at a given time, thus precluding any attacks by means of modification or replay of values in 
memory. Any mismatch during a verification causes a MC lock, which ultimately requires a machine reboot. 

The SGX system provides each enclave with a seal key that can be used to store data on stable storage and 
access it again upon subsequent execution. This facilitates the development of applications that can restart an 
enclave without requiring a new remote attestation. The enclave instead loads its secrets from a configuration 
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file encrypted with the enclave-specific seal key and kept in stable storage. Note that an attacker could still try 
to serve an enclave with a previous version of a configuration file that is properly encrypted and authenticated. 
To prevent such replay attacks, an enclave can use the monotonic counter facilities provided by the platform. 
Each time an enclave writes a new version of its configuration data, it increments a monotonic counter and 
stores the new value inside the configuration file. When the enclave restarts, it reads the monotonic counter 
and checks that it matches the values stored in the configuration file. 

Intel SGX is expected to become rapidly available in commodity hardware, since Intel’s desktop and server 
processors dominate the market. This potential use of SGX in clouds draws general attention to it, especially at 
understanding its operation and scrutinizing the company’s claims about its effectiveness. 
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4 Data Structures for Messages and Subscriptions 

The message structure used within the publish-subscribe system should be capable of handling the message 
exchange needs of the SELIS community nodes now and in the future. This means that the data format used 
within the publish/subscribe system is sufficient to ensure the correct routing and delivery of messages 
supporting: 

● SELIS reference information exchange models. 
● Information exchange standards commonly used within logistics. 
● Custom or proprietary information models in use in living labs. 

Most standards in logistics have their syntactical origin in one of two approaches. The first approach is to 
exchange documents that adhere to one of the EDI standards such as ANSI X12, which is primarily used in the 
United States, or EDIFACT, which is used in the rest of the world. Both standards are aligned with each other. 
These standards define exactly where each piece of data is to be located in the electronic business document. 
Examples of EDI based standards in use in logistics include WCO Edifact, IFT, CIMP which are derived from 
UNEDIFACT. The second approach enables the creation of electronic business documents in a more flexible 
way, one that is not bound by the strict rules of data location. XML (Extensible Markup Language) is designed 
to provide such flexibility. However, XML itself is not a standard at all. It is a powerful language that defines a 
set of rules for encoding documents in a format which is both human-readable and machine-readable. 
Examples of EDI based standards in use in logistics include Rosetta Net, WCOXML, UBL2.1, GS1, Common 
Framework, ebXML, and Cargo XML. EDI can always be converted to XML given a defined mapping. So any 
message format capable of representing XML documents will always be able to represent an EDI document 
although the reverse is not necessarily the case. XML is also capable of representing arbitrary hierarchical 
documents with defined data types and so handles most of the proprietary messages encountered in the living 
labs. SELIS reference information exchange models can be viewed simply as restrictions on schema. 

XML is too heavy weight a protocol for efficient matching and content based routing since routing would have 
to traverse a hierarchical data structure. Further in most use cases only a small subset of data elements are 
likely to be relevant to routing messages to the appropriate subscriber for example unique identifier for 
shipment, consignee, consignor, geographical coordinates may be relevant routing criteria. However, most 
fields within a XML messages are likely to be irrelevant for routing purposes. 

The approach is therefore to have a message which consists of an envelope of simple key value pairs {key, 
value, type} and a format agnostic payload which may include the full message or arbitrary data: 

● Pick only those elements from the data structure which are relevant to routing. 
● Express the path to the element as a flat string which identifies the element within the XML or JSON 

data structure e.g. parentnode.childnode.[0] 
● Prefix the key string with an identifier for the message type   
● Define type field in schema as type of field in original data structure 

4.1 Interoperability 

The increasing number of programming languages and execution environments requires provision of the easily 
accessible and programmable API. The REST designed API became a standard and is well adopted in all most 
popular programming languages by build-in and external libraries. Additionally, there are open-source REST 
clients simplifying accessing and automatic testing REST based services. The REST API operates mostly on 
HTTP/S port 80/443, which suits it to be used in the public networks, such as Internet without any further 
configuration of underlying operating system or network infrastructure such as routers. 
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Due to stateless nature of HTTP protocol over which the REST API is build, the message exchange with the 
listeners has to be done using lower level TCP protocol. This is only required for the message consumers, for 
which different publish/subscribe interfaces can be applied, depending on the requirements. 

The exchanged messages are formatted using JSON, which is currently one of the most established data-
interchange format. It is language-independent, more lightweight format than XML, and there is support for it 
in all most popular programming languages. The JSON serialized messages, are represented as key -> value 
pairs, therefore simplifying the implementation of content-based routing, which is one of the requirements for 
SELIS system. 

4.2 Message Exchange Standards 

In distributed systems, high availability, scalability and performance are one of the key requirements. To satisfy 
them, the application is spread across different physical/virtual machines, increasing the number of computing 
power and memory preventing the system availability from hardware failures.  

Depending on the architectural design, the communication between the application’ modules can follow the 
simple client/server or more complex publish/subscribe model. In the first approach, the connection is 
initialized by the client who sends the request to the server and receives the response. In such model, the 
server location in the network has to be well known to all client modules. Moreover, the server has to be 
available and accessible by the client in order to respond to the request. As a consequence, in case of server 
unavailability, the failure is propagated across clients. On the other hand, the publish/subscribe model 
decouples the application modules, allowing them to exchange information between each other using a central 
broker, hence without possessing the knowledge about the location of the other side of the conversation. The 
information exchanged in publish/subscribe systems are called messages. The presence of the centralized 
broker, opens a space for enhanced message processing features such as: authorization, message routing. 

The communication between applications running on top of different operating system, is standardized by 
OSI/ISO model, which defines the seven abstract layers through which the information passes through in order 
to be correctly delivered to the other application. The TCP protocol is defined in layer 4. It allows to establish 
bidirectional communication between two different machines, with guarantee of message delivery and error-
check of transmitted bytes. Once a connection is established, it must be explicit closed by both sides. The 
protocol does not specify any data message format; therefore, it is on behalf of the applications to correctly 
interpret the interchanged bytes. The TCP protocol is commonly used to provide the communication between 
client/server applications where the server needs to keep the connection to the client. This is a case for the 
publish/subscribe systems, where listeners connect to the message broker and wait for new messages. Broker 
delivers the messages only to connected listeners. 

Each established TCP connection takes computing resources, limiting the number of total connections a server 
can handle. Similarly, to TCP, the UDP protocol is also located in layer 4 of OSI/ISO, but it was designed to 
support multicast messages, hence requiring no connection between client and server. In this scenario, server 
can send UDP messages which are spread across the subnetwork and delivered to all clients. The UDP protocol 
does not guarantee the message delivery nor the integrity of the delivered message. Moreover, the UDP traffic 
is commonly disabled in the routers. 

In the last years, the high interest received the communication based on the HTTP protocol due to its 
simplicity. The HTTP protocol operates in the last 7th layer of OSI/ISO, and it is slower than TCP/UDP, on top of 
which it is frequently built. Unlike the lower protocols, HTTP defines the format of the data, including the text 
encoding and message length, moreover it supports caching and authentication. HTTP is a request/response 
protocol, where the connection to the server is closed as soon as the response is delivered to the client. 
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Therefore, the server resources can be easier scaled out, as multiple client requests can be handled by 
different server instances.  

Leading software engineering practices promote the use of REST architectures, i.e., building a stateless service 
which exposes the business logic API via HTTP. The REST API is easy to integrate across heterogeneous 
application written in different programming languages and running on top of different types of operating 
systems. The REST style built software is easier to maintain and scale. As REST communication is based on HTTP 
protocol it benefits from the underlying implementation of SSL, providing the secure encrypted 
communication. The public accessible HTTP websites run on port 80/443 forcing mostly all routers to bypass 
the traffic on this port. The REST communication is encapsulated in HTTP packets, hence it is more reliable in 
public networks (such as Internet) in comparison to the usage of lower level TCP/UDP.  Moreover, there exist 
wide range of tools to generate client code to consume the REST API endpoints, speeding up the client 
implementation.  

The publish/subscribe systems can be applied to varied user scenarios fulfilling the complex requirements of 
enterprise systems. Depending on the system’s characteristic different messaging interfaces have been defined 
to focus on selected functionalities and to standardize the protocol semantic in order to use across different 
programming languages.  

Alternative Standards for Publish/Subscribe 

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) was designed to provide reliable and interoperable message 
queue. It supports topic based publish/subscribe messages, flexible routing based on topics and headers, 
transactions and access restriction to queues. The most known implementation is RabbitMQ, which has been 
successfully adopted in many enterprise systems [SDM+17]. 

Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol is optimized for low bandwidth, high latency networks 
and application in resource limited systems. It is a very simple protocol, without enterprise features such as 
transactions or routing. It is broadly used in the IoT and mobile applications for scenarios like pushing data 
from sensors, delivery of user notifications [MQT].  

Simple/Stream Text oriented Messaging Protocol (STOMP) defines a text-based lightweight interoperable 
protocol. The communication is not based on queues and topics, but on text-based destination string, which is 
included in the message send by the senders and to which subscribe the listeners [STW].  

The key requirements for message queue system in SELIS project are: the scalability, content-based routing and 
advanced security. For that reason, an extra API layer has been designed, decoupling the internals of the 
messaging system from the message publishing and receiving. The REST principles have been applied for the 
API design. The system scales out easily by multiplying broker instances (the access point stage) receiving 
messages sent by publish applications and queuing them till there are not processed. The listener applications 
use the REST API to get the TCP endpoint on which they can wait for the incoming messages, hence in case of 
high system load, the next listeners get the endpoints of newly attached handlers. The usage of SSL with HTTP 
allowed to provide communication encryption, privacy and data integrity.  

4.3 Communications Exchanges Design 

In order to exchange data using the SELIS publish/subscribe system, we chose a communication pattern that 
requires the creation of two channels on subscriber and a single one on publisher’s side. As mentioned in the 
previous section, we chose the commonly used REST interface to interface clients with the SELIS 
publish/subscribe system. The REST interface allows to establish connections in a secure manner using SSL/TLS, 
allows to piggyback session information or authentication tokens in order to provide authentication and single-
sign on mechanisms, and ensures a guaranteed message delivery due to the inherent features of TCP. 
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Publishers  

Publishers in the publish/subscribe models only publish, i.e., ingest data into the system. In its original design, 
the publish/subscribe model anticipates space decoupling, hence where publisher are unaware of all potential 
recipients. However, in the context of SELIS, some messages published in the system require additional 
protection, hence cannot be freely shared with any subscriber. In order to achieve this, the SELIS message 
format will allow the addition of restriction information limiting the group of potential recipients of a particular 
message. This requires that publisher as well as subscribers must be able to establish connection using 
authentication tokens in addition to anonymous connections as originally proposed by the publish/subscribe 
paradigm. 

Publishers in a publish/subscribe system only push data into the system as depicted in Figure 6 (left): Hence, 
we chose a simple REST-based interface for publisher where the HTTP response code is used to indicate that 
the pushed data using HTTP POST satisfies the required data format and proper authentication if used. 

Subscribers 

The communication exchange on subscriber side can be distinguished in two phases as depicted in Figure 6 
(right): First, the registration of a subscription, i.e., what particular data the receiver is interested in, and 
second, the reception of the data that match the previously registered subscription. 

For the two phases, we use two different communication channels: The first channel used to register 
subscription uses the same REST endpoint as publisher use. We chose the REST interface as it allows the 
establishment of a secure connection using SSL/TLS and also to piggyback authentication information along 
with the subscription. This is in particular important as some data published in the publish/subscribe system 
may only be received by some specific authenticated users.  

Once the subscription is registered in the system, the publish/subscribe system replies with a response code 
indicating the success of the registration along with a hostname and port number in order to establish a second 
channel. 

The second channel is used to establish a permanent TCP connection for the reception of matched publications 
at the exit points. For this, we use an ordinary TCP connection, wrapped with SSL/TLS in order to establish a 
trusted channel, where the subscriber sends some authentication hash in a handshake phase once the 
connection has been established in order to identify him/herself as the subscriber matching the previously 
registered subscription. 

The hostname and port may vary on the scale out of the system where multiple exit point nodes may be used 
in order to accommodate the experienced load as described in the design section at the beginning of this 
deliverable. Hence, the hostname and port strongly dependents on the subscription registered as the SELIS 
publish/subscribe system uses subscription partitioning. 
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Figure 6 SELIS Pub/Sub Message Exchange Pattern  
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5 Security 

In this chapter, we present the mechanism used to achieve a privacy preserving routing of messages using the 
content-based publish/subscribe system. As outlined in the introduction of the deliverable, the SELIS 
publish/subscribe system is intended to run in untrusted environments such as public clouds. Therefore, it is 
necessary that the communication exchange is performed in a secure way at all times. 

Information leakage using a publish/subscribe system can occur at various places as we will briefly outline. 
First, messages need to be transferred in a secure way, hence, secure channels are needed to prevent data 
snooping when sending data across wide area networks (WANs) as well as local area networks (LAN). In order 
to achieve this, we propose the use of SSL/TLS endpoints as outlined in the following section titled 
Communications Security mechanisms. 

Second, once the message has been received, it needs to be processed in a secure manner. Since the message 
contents needs to be inspected in order to perform content-based routing, we propose the use of Intel SGX, 
which provides secure compartments which are backed up by encrypted main memory which is described in 
more detail in the Encryption section of this chapter. 

In the use case described in the introduction section of this deliverable, we have outlined the need of 
authentication mechanisms which provides group and one-to-one communication in order to preserve privacy 
in an open shared information space as given in the SELIS context. We propose the use certificates and single-
sign-on mechanism for authentication purposes as outlined in the Authentication section of this chapter. 

In order to group participants and allow a proper authentication, we envision the use of a Registry as which is 
needed to enable group as well as one-to-one communication. In order to crop out content sections from 
messages based on certain user groups, we propose the anti-subscriptions/restriction messages as elaborated 
in the Registry Design section of this chapter. 

5.1 Communications Security mechanisms 

In order to secure the communication with the SELIS publish/subscribe system and to prevent information 
leakage during the transport in or out of an enclave, we encapsulated its REST interfaces using SSL/TLS 
endpoints. Hence, clients that wish to publish or subscribe to information must establish a secure channel first 
in order to exchange data. SSL/TLS endpoints can be considered state of the art protection mechanisms to 
ensure a trusted and secure communication between services. 

5.2 Encryption 

The SELIS community node (SCN) is supposed to operate in untrusted cloud environments. However, data 
shared and exchanged through the SELIS publish/subscribe system may not always be public and hence, 
requires protection mechanisms to prevent information leakage. 

Originally, the cloud-computing paradigm did not offer a trusted computing environment that allows for a 
processing of sensitive data. Although, it was possible to store data at rest in a secure manner by using end-to-
end encryption, the processing of sensitive data items was still not possible. 

Fortunately, with the advent of Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX), this limitation is obsolete as enclaves 
provide now a secure place for processing data. Data stored and processed inside such an enclave cannot 
accessed from any entity outside of an enclave, such as malicious programs running on the same operating 
system or even the hypervisor of the cloud provider. 
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In order to provide such a protective environment, the enclave memory is encrypted which is done in a trusted 
way by the hardware rather than software. Hence, rather than relying on software encryption technique, we 
utilize the mechanisms provided by modern Intel CPUs.  

In previous works [BFF+13], we have shown that software-based solutions can clearly fulfill strong 
confidentially requirements as laid out in SELIS, however at the expense of lower performance and at the cost 
of using a more complex software solution. Using Intel SGX [SGX], we can keep the mechanism needed to cover 
the confidentiality requirements out of the software stack which increases the overall stability and 
maintainability of the system. Furthermore, it allows us to utilize highly optimized plain-text matching 
algorithm which furthermore improves performance of the system. 

5.3 Authentication 

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [SGX] allows software to be run in a hardware-protected enclave on a 
single machine. However, secure communication between clients and the SELIS community node is still 
mandatory to create a secured ecosystem. For the publish/subscribe application we envision to authenticate 
communication partners in two ways:  

(1) The transport layer encryption (TLS) incorporates an authentication scheme based on certificates. These 
certificates can also be used at higher levels in a application to identify and validate a communication partner. 
SELIS will require partners to use signed certificates in order to allow the pub/sub to verify information 
presented in the certificate. 

(2) Independently of TLS-certificates, a single sign-on (SSO) system will be incorporated in the SELIS nodes. SSO 
systems require the clients to provide credentials to a central entity. Afterwards a token is created for the 
clients that defines their access modularities to certain services. The publish/subscribe system can use the 
token provided by clients to derive that authentication has been executed by the SSO system. 

5.4 Non-Repudiation 

With non-repudiation, we refer to characteristics of a system or an application that allows a communication 
partner to verify the origin of a message. Within the scope of the publish/subscribe system, two kinds of non-
repudiation need to be distinguished: 

(1) Non-Repudiation between the publish/subscribe system and the client (publisher or subscriber). 

(2) Non-Repudiation between subscriber and publisher. 

While neither publisher nor subscriber directly communicate with each other, both communicate with the 
publish/subscribe system. To achieve non-repudiation with the publish/subscribe system (1) it is sufficient to 
ensure proper utilization of transport layer security (TLS). If TLS is used in combination with valid certificates 
that were signed by trusted authentication authorities, communicating partners can validate the endpoint of 
the channel and thereby validate the origin of all messages from the channel.  

If subscribers, that receive messages from the publish/subscribe system, want to verify the origin of a 
publication with regard to the publisher itself (2), utilization of TLS is not sufficient as the publish/subscribe 
system functions as an endpoint for both the publisher and the subscriber. Therefore, we envision that 
publishers can sign each single publication with the same certificate used for TLS. As the publish/subscribe 
system does not change a publication, the signature stays valid while the publication gets forwarded to the 
subscriber. The subscriber can verify the origin of each publication in two ways: (1) it was sent through a 
channel with the pub/sub and (2) it originates from the publisher that signed the publication. 
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5.5 Registry Design 

Although the publish/subscribe paradigm is laid out to provide space and time decoupling, i.e., subscribers and 
publishers are usually unaware of each other and also do not need to be connected at all times, the majority of 
SELIS use cases require more restrict event dissemination policies as originally anticipated by the 
publish/subscribe model. For example, trucks of some freight carrier may want to publish their GPS location 
information along with the freight they are carrying, however, clients should only be able to receive GPS 
location updates of that one specific truck rather than all trucks that is delivering the freight of the customer. 
Moreover, the location update a customer may receive should also not disclose the information of other goods 
carried along with the same truck. 

In order to satisfy those requirements, we anticipate the existence of another entity, a registry which provides 
an additional layer of data protection by 1) authenticating users of the publish/subscribe system, and 2) 
limiting the reception of certain messages based on the status of the recipient and the relation of the recipient 
to the publisher. 

The registry will be a component used to enrich publications with restriction information which perform an 
additional filtering step based on the authentication and group status of a subscriber whose subscription 
matches content wise. 

In order to achieve this, the registry will contain user and group information about all communication partners 
that act either as publishers or subscribers in the SELIS publish/subscribe system. 

Using group and user IDs, publisher can register restriction for certain types of messages. Those restrictions 
narrow down the number of participants that may receive a specific message as well as message parts that 
may be cropped out for a specific participant or group of participants. The registry will then act as a proxy 
when publishing information by enriching publications with restriction information which will be applied in a 
post-matching step by the publish/subscribe filtering stage of the system. Hence, messages that match per se 
the content of the subscription will not be delivered if the recipient does not qualify as a valid recipient of the 
specific message type. 

5.6 Communications and Infrastructure Stack 

For the realization of the publish/subscribe application we anticipate a cloud-like scenario with common 
requirements as described in the following.  

Servers 

The publish/subscribe system is designed to be fault-tolerant and scalable. As such, we require that the system 
runs on multiple servers. If virtualization technologies, such as containers, are used we anticipate but not 
require that virtualized hosts are located on distinct physical hosts to achieve hardware-level fault tolerance.  

With regard to hardware specification the underlying security model necessitates the availability of the Intel 
Software Guard Extensions (SGX). These extensions have been introduced with the Skylake generation of Intel 
processors. On top of that, no particular hardware requirements are imposed by the publish/subscribe system. 
If resources prove to be insufficient, more instances of the pub/sub application can be started on other hosts 
to distribute the workload. Clearly, a mechanism is needed for monitoring and adaptation of the currently 
running number of instances including the ability to acquire and free hosts either at the machine or at the 
virtualization level. 

Networking 

Communication is an essential part of the publish/subscribe application. We expect the utilized hosts to be 
connected via a typical switched infrastructure offering connection speeds of at least 1Mbps. On top of the 
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physical layer, the publish/subscribe system makes use of common encryption mechanisms such as TLS and 
HTTPS. Certificates used in handshakes are required to be signed by an authority and the publish/subscribe 
system needs to be able to verify the certificates. 

Containers 

Virtualization is a common technology used in datacenters. Regular applications, executed in a virtualized 
environment, usually exhibit no effects from the added indirection layer. However, if specific hardware 
features are used by the application, the virtualization environment needs to provide access to it. The 
publish/subscribe system uses the Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX). These extensions are hardware 
features not offered by all virtualization technologies. The chair of Systems Engineering at TU-Dresden has 
developed a software framework that allows the publish/subscribe system to be executed within Docker1 
Containers. Other virtualization environments, such as KVM and VSphere are not in the scope of the 
development. 

  

                                                             
1 https://www.docker.com 

https://www.docker.com/
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6 Deployment and performance 

In the following section, we will outline the deployment and performance of the SELIS publish/subscribe 
prototype which is currently being evaluated by its stakeholders as well as performance wise. 

We will first elaborate the user of Docker Containers, a state of the art mechanism to deploy software in a 
distributed infrastructure as well as present API integration points and interfaces that will be used by the 
stakeholders. 

6.1 Containers, and DevOps models using Docker 

Containers are the operating-system-level virtualization, hence allowing to run multiple number of different 
operating systems simultaneously in the same machine. In comparison to the Virtual Machines (VM), Container 
requires less resources than a comparable VM, it can be launched quicker and the image occupies less disk 
space [CVM+16]. Containers are commonly used in the cloud environments where computing resources are 
shared across different applications with different requirements. Unlike Virtual Machines, containers do not 
preserve such high isolation between the guest operating system and the host, therefore the usage of 
technologies such as Intel SGX is critical to provide the high level of security for containers running in the multi-
tenant environment. 

Containers became extremely popular with the appearance of Docker, which changed entirely the way how the 
software is designed, developed, deployed and maintained. Docker provides a descriptive way of defining the 
whole development stack including the operating system configuration and applications. Such configuration, 
called Docker Image, can be started almost instantly on the developer’s machine and in the production 
environment without any further changes. Docker Images can be versioned and stored in the repositories, 
providing quick access to the older version of the software [DCK]. 

Docker simplifies application deployment, allowing to define the application deployment configuration in a 
simple text file. Such configuration describes the application’s services, their configuration (such as f.e. 
passwords) and relation between them. Docker consumes the configuration files, and automatically deploys all 
the services on the provisioned resources. Docker supports application orchestration using Docker Swarm, 
increasing the overall application availability. It monitors the application’s services and automatically re-
deploys them in case of failure on other available machines [DCK].  

The adoption of containers in the software development, helped to get rid of the inconsistent configuration on 
the developer, test and production environments, hence leading to detect the system configuration errors on 
the very early stage. The availability of public repositories containing freely available, production-ready images 
of the operating systems decreased the time needed for the application deployment and maintenance. 

6.2 Demonstrator Setup 

To demonstrate our design and software architecture as explained in the previous sections, we developed a 
prototype which we will improve and extend in the future. The prototype is written using the Python 
programming language and makes use of the Flask library to create a REST based web-server. Internally the 
application uses map-like data structures to keep track of subscriptions and connected clients.  

Through the REST API the publisher and subscriber send messages to the publish/subscribe system using the 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). This format is well structured but gives great freedom to transport various 
kinds of contents and allows for extensions in the future.  

During runtime, the publish/subscribe system stores the subscriptions sent by the subscriber to match 
publications against them. Each subscription is checked for every incoming publication. If the publish/subscribe 
application computes a match between publication and subscription, the message is forwarded to the 
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subscriber. Clearly, the number of stored subscriptions influences the overall performance of the 
publish/subscribe application with regard to the maximum possible handled publications per second 
(throughput). 

In order to run the prototype, a Docker image based on Ubuntu 14.04 has been provided. The container 
automatically installs (within itself) all required software components and launches the publish/subscribe 
system. Clients on the outside of the container can interact with the publish/subscribe system through the 
interface explained below. 

The current implementation is lightweight and can be executed on any regular workstations that is capable of 
running Docker containers. However, future of the system may require different hardware to suffice the 
resource requirements of the system. 

API Integration Options 

The SELIS publish/subscribe system offers any easy to integrate REST interface over HTTP/HTTPS: Through the 
provided Docker container, the publish/subscribe system listens to the following ports/URLs: 

http://127.0.0.1:20000/publish  

http://127.0.0.1:20000/subscribe  

In order to communicate with the pub/sub, HTTP messages with a JSON string as the message body have to be 
send to one of the URLs. 

  

http://127.0.0.1:20000/publish
http://127.0.0.1:20000/subscribe
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Publications 

The publish/subscribe system accepts currently two kinds for formats for processing publications: 

1.    The “raw” publication which contains a JSON-String with key-value pairs. The system handles internally all 
keys as of type String and relies on the built-in type system provided by JSON to derive the type of the value 
field (e.g. String, Integer, …). It also offers the possibility to provide non-implicit typed JSON data to the 
publish/subscribe system as described next. 

2.    The “defined” publication type follows a xml schema to enforce the definition of types within the 
publication. Additionally, the xml schema can be used to validate publications and subscriptions for conformity 
with the publish/subscribe system. This type of publications is defined by the following JSON-schema: 

 

{ 

    "title": "Publication", 

    "type": "object", 

    "properties": { 

     "publication":{ 

      "type": "array", 

      "uniqueItems": true, 

      "items": { 

       "type": "object", 

       "properties": { 

        "key"   : { "type": "string" }, 

               "value" : { "type": "string" }, 

        "type": { 

         "type": "string", 

         "enum": [ "int", "double", "boolean", "string" ]  

        } 

       } 

       }     

    } 

} 
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Subscriptions 

Subscription for the SELIS publish/subscribe system need to comply with the following XML-schema: 

{ 

    "title": "Subscription", 

    "type": "object", 

    "properties": { 

    "authHash" : { "type" : "string" }, 

    "subscriptionId" : { "type" : "string" }, 

           "data":{ "type": "array",  

                      "uniqueItems": true, 

           "items": {                        

                  "type": "object", 

                  "properties": { 

                        "key" :   { "type": "string" }, 

                        "value" : { "type": "string" }, 

                        "type":   { "type": "string", 

                               "enum": [ "int", "double", "boolean", "string" ] 

                        }, 

                        "op" : { 

                  "type": "string", 

                  "enum": [ "eq", "lt", "gt", "lq", "ge", "ne", "ss" ] } } 

                  } 

           }    

    } 

} 

 

Examples 

Consider the following example JSON string for a defined publication: 

{"publication": 

    [ {"key":"lat", "val":20, "type":"int"}, 

    {"key":"lon", "val":10, "type":"int"} ] 

} 

 

A publication is an array of key-value-type triplets, in which keys and values are simple strings. The field 'type' 
defines the interpretation of the value. The JSON schema currently defines the types: “int”, “double”, 
“boolean”, and “string”. 

The following JSON string contains a subscription: 

{ 

"authHash":"clientIdHash1", 

"subscriptionId":"subbed", 

"data" : 
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[{"key": "lat", "val": 14, "type": "int", "op": "gt"}, 

{"key": "lon", "val": 53, "type": "int", "op": "lt"}] 

} 

The first two fields are used to identify the subscriber and its subscription. The array "data" holds tuples that 
form the constraints of the subscription. This follows the same approach as the publications but subscriptions 
have additionally an operator, e.g. less-than (lt). Therefore, the subscription above is equal to: 

 "lat > 14 && lon < 53" 

The depicted interface to the pub/sub could easily be utilized using Linux' Curl: 

To publish 

curl -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d '{"publication":[ {"key" :"lat","val":20,"type":"int"}, 

{"key":"lon","val":10 ,"type":"int" }]}' http://127.0.0.1:20000/publish  

To subscribe 

curl –v -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d '{"authHash":"clientIdHash1", "subscriptionId":"subId", 

"data":[{"key":"lat","val":14,"type":"int","op":"gt"}, {"key":"lon","val":53,"type":"int","op":"lt"}]}' 

http://127.0.0.1:20000/subscribe 

Upon a successful subscription, the pub/sub replies with a port number to which the subscriber can connect to 
for receiving matched publications. This means that a subscriber has to send a subscription first and then 
connect to the pub/sub again for receiving the matched publications: 

curl -v -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d '{"authHash": "clientIdHash1"}' http://127.0.0.1:20001/  

In order to create custom publication or subscription that can be used with the SELIS publish/subscribe system, 
we recommend the following page: http://jeremydorn.com/json-editor/ 

In the following chapter we evaluate our current prototype.  

6.3 Performance Evaluation 

In the following section, we present micro-benchmarks we performed in order to assess the performance of 
the SELIS publish/subscribe system. For the micro benchmarks, we first implemented a client that generates 
subscription as well as publication simulating the various participants of a SELIS community node. For 
simplicity, we exercise a single node implementation in order to assess the baseline performance. Note that we 
have explored scalability and elasticity properties of the SELIS publish/subscribe system in previous works. 
However, in order to provide the confidentiality properties, the SELIS project requires, we opted for a single 
node implementation which can be later easily extended using the mechanisms mentioned earlier. 

In our first experiment, we explored the performance of the publish-subscribe system with a varying number of 
subscription. Naturally, the performance of a publish/subscribe system decreases with the amount of 
subscriptions as each subscription must be checked individually for a potential match. The result of the 
experiment are depicted in Figures 7 and 8. 

In this experiment, we first registered 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 128 and 512 subscriptions, respectively. We then used 
the wrk2 benchmark tool in order to issue publications at a constant rate. The wrk2 benchmark tool allows to 
set constant rate of http requests and provides latency measurements at the same time. Besides latency, the 
actual rate of how publications are being processed is provided as well. 

We executed the experiment on a single node equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU @ 3.30GHz. For 
the parameters of the wrk2 tool, we used 2 threads for issuing publication across 16 persistent connections. 

As depicted in Figure 7, the baseline performance of the system when having only one subscription stored is 
roughly 700 publications per second and reduces with more subscriptions registered at the system. This 

http://127.0.0.1:20000/publish
http://127.0.0.1:20001/
http://jeremydorn.com/json-editor/
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decrease is natural as every subscription must be checked for a match with each incoming publication. Figure 9 
shows the latency for the same experiment. As shown in the graph, latency quickly increases once the system 
saturates which happens at lower publication rates as more subscriptions are stored at the system. 

In SELIS we target the deployment of software components in datacenter through utilization of the Docker 
technology. Executing applications in a Docker container creates an indirection from the host machine to the 
application. Therefore, we expect that using Docker will impose some performance penalties. While Docker is a 
very light-weight form of virtualization that imposes very little overhead on computational processing, the 
network related overhead is expected to be more significant.  

With regard to network connectivity, Docker usually creates a virtual network for the software executed inside 
the container. This scheme allows for multiple containers to be executed in parallel while each container could 
be assigned to a different network domain. However, the virtual network also implies that the network packets 
are passed through an additional software stack before they are made available to the application inside the 
container. As an alternative to the virtual network, Docker includes the option to share the network between 
the host and the container. Applications inside the container will then use the same network stack as the host 
machine and the same IP-address. Is approach is streamlined regarding the computational resources required 
to pass network packets from the network device to the software inside the Docker container.  

For the deployment scheme af applications in SELIS we envision to use the later variant in which the container 
shares the network with the host. Next, we discuss the overhead of Docker containers to host the 
publish/subscribe system. 

Figures 8 and 10 show the results for equivalent experiments as executed for Figures 7 and 9 with the 
exception that the publish/subscribe software was executed in a Docker container with the enabled option of 
sharing the network with the host. Compared to the previous experiments Figures 8 and 10 show that the 
utilisation of Docker imposes an overhead over the native variant that manifests stronger with an increasing 
number of subscriptions. 

For example, the measured throughput (Figures 7 and 8) for 8 subscriptions peaks at 420 measured 
publications per second for the native variant (Figure 7) and at 380 for the variant that uses Docker (Figure 8). 
While the differences are less significant for a lower number of subscriptions, they tend to increase with the 
number of subscriptions.  

The comparison of the latency measurements (Figures 9 and 10) reveals similar findings to the throughput 
measurements. Executing the publish/subscribe system in a Docker container induces a steeper increase in 
latency for all measurements, while being more significant for larger subscription numbers. For example, at 150 
publications per second the latency of the docker variant is 19 seconds (Figure 10), while being 17 seconds for 
the native variant (Figure 9). The latency measurements also reveal that the peak latency is only neglectable 
different between the two variants Docker and native.  

To summarize, both measurements, latency and throughput, revealed the anticipated overhead of using 
Docker. However, the imposed penalty is negligible small. Therefore, our evaluation supports the decision to 
user Docker as a deployment technology.  
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Figure 7 Throughput of the native SELIS publish/subscribe system with varying subscriptions stored in the system 

 

Figure 8 Throughput of the SELIS publish/subscribe system in Docker with varying subscriptions stored in the system 
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Figure 9 Latency of the native SELIS publish/subscribe system with varying subscriptions stored in the system 

 

Figure 10 Latency of the SELIS publish/subscribe system in Docker with varying subscriptions stored in the system  
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Related Work 

In this Section, we review the existing work on scaling publish/subscribe systems. We concentrate on content-
based publish/subscribe systems as it is the focus of our work, and do not elaborate on the simpler topic- and 
type-based systems. Moreover, we focus on high-efficiency middleware operating on dedicated machines (e.g., 
a cluster or a cloud), and not fully decentralized (peer-to-peer) approaches such as Meghdoot [GSA+04] as 
public clouds are the target infrastructure the SELIS community node will be deployed. We position our system 
in the design space by highlighting architectural differences with existing work. 

Scalability Aspect 

Scalable content-based publish/subscribe: Most earlier work on scalable publish/subscribe has relied on 
networks of brokers, which are dedicated machines that perform the actual content routing, i.e., management 
of subscriptions from users and other brokers, and filtering and dispatching of publications. Brokers are 
typically organized in a broker overlay, with subscription and publication flowing between brokers according to 
the logical structure of the network, typically a tree or a mesh. 

Well-known examples of broker-based publish/subscribe systems are SIENA [CRW10], Gryphon [ASS+99], and 
PADRES [JCL+09]. In these systems, a client (publisher or subscriber) connects to one of the brokers, which then 
acts as its single point of contact. Brokers forward subscriptions registered by their clients towards neighboring 
brokers. Subscriptions are typically aggregated along the way from consumers to producers of information, 
taking advantage of containment relationships between subscriptions: a single aggregated subscription may 
represent the interests of many downstream subscriptions, thus reducing the number of subscriptions 
managed by the broker and improving filtering performance (see for instance [JE11]). While this approach 
works well with few publishers and subscriptions that have certain locality properties (e.g., subscribers with 
similar interests connected to the same broker), it requires complex algorithms for maintaining forwarding 
tables consistent and provides only limited benefits when information flows from many sources or with 
subscriptions not fit for aggregation, e.g., due to an adverse distribution of interests or because containment 
relationships cannot be easily determined. 

In contrast, logical connections between the elements of the SELIS publish/subscribe system are independent 
of the nature of the subscription and publication workloads. Its design is instead based on the rationale that 
the scalability aspect must be oblivious to the nature of the filtering operation performed, and whether or not 
containment relationships exist between subscriptions. In particular, our system has to support natural 
scalability of each of the publish/subscribe operations by simply adding more processors to the set of nodes 
that support this operation. 

Cheung et al. [CJ11] have proposed a complementary approach to improve the scalability of PADRES by 
performing reorganizations of stored subscriptions and overlay layout. The objective is to support a given 
publish/subscribe workload with the minimum number of brokers, hence reducing the energy demand. While 
the SELIS publish/subscribe system does not explicitly consider energy efficiency, its stage-based approach is 
designed to maximize the network and CPU usage. Each stage can be provisioned with the minimum amount of 
resources necessary to meet given performance objectives.  

Elasticity Aspect 

In this section we present an overview of related work with specific focus on elastic platforms, event 
processing systems, and publish/subscribe middleware. 
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A. Elastic Platforms and Infrastructures 

Elastic infrastructures and platforms as a service (IaaS and PaaS) support ad hoc addition and removal of virtual 
machines (VMs) to/from a virtual environment (VE). A typical example is the Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling service 
[AWS]. It relies on basic elasticity policies by setting simple thresholds on resource utilization. The elastic site 
mechanism for Nimbus and EC2 clouds proposes more elaborate policies, for workloads composed of 
independent tasks under batch scheduling [MKF10]. AutoScale [GHR+12] is an example of an adaptive IaaS 
elasticity policy, where the goal is to maintain the minimum amount of spare capacity to handle sudden load 
increases while keeping the total number of servers as low as possible. 

All elastic scaling solutions at the IaaS level require that the VMs composing the VE, as well as the jobs that run 
on these VMs, are stateless or independent. These requirements are not fulfilled by the nodes of a pub/sub 
system, which require 

B. Elastic Complex Event Processing 

Both complex event processing systems (CEP) and stream processing engines (SPE) process queries composed 
of directed acyclic graphs of stateful or stateless operators processing data in the form of event streams. 

Fernandez et al. [FMK+13] propose application-level scale out for stateful operators, integrated with passive 
replication (checkpointing). The integration is made possible by explicit operator state management, an 
approach similar to that of StreamMine3G. The operator state is dynamically split to form new partitions 
deployed over multiple machines when scaling out, potentially requiring application support for partitioning. 

StreamMine3G supports full elasticity, i.e., scale out and in, while optimizing the overall system utilization, and 
without requiring specific application support. Its underlying runtime engine can support both passive 
[MKC+11] and active [MFB11] replication. 

In the context of IBM’s System S *WHF+01+, Schneider et al. *SAG+09+ propose an extension of the SPADE 
domain-specific language to support parallel operators on a single host. StreamMine3G supports elastic 
parallelization within a single host as well as elastic distribution across multiple hosts. 

ElasticStream [IS11] proposes to outsource parts of a System S SPE deployment to a public cloud. It periodically 
adjusts the deployment based on decision from a linear programming formulation of the allocation problem, 
where the goal is to minimize the monetary cost of the cloud usage. StreamMine3G elastically scales based on 
the current state of the system, immediately addressing load variations. StreamCloud [GJM+12] monitors the 
average load per cluster in order to detect under- and overload situations. When an overload is detected, 
StreamCloud triggers pair-wise re-balancing between most and least loaded hosts. StreamMine3G’s elasticity 
policies share this goal of rebalancing the load but with the additional goals of minimizing the amount of 
migrations and the support of migrations with minimal interruption of the flow. 

C. Elastic Publish/Subscribe 

Topic-based pub/sub engines used in the industry, such as Apache Kafka [KNR11] or Hadoop HedWig [HED], 
typically support incremental scalability. This refers to the ability to add/remove support servers in order to 
achieve linear scalability in throughput or number of topics. None of these systems supports automated 
addition and removal of servers based on the experienced workload, and therefore cannot be classified as 
elastic. StreamMine3G supports incremental scalability and elasticity, and considers the more general and 
challenging content-based model. 

EQS [TSZ11] is a message queue architecture that can be classified as topic-based pub/sub. Elasticity in EQS is 
achieved by monitoring the load on each topic and migrating topics between hosts. This imposes a potential 
cost in terms of service interruption. In contrast to EQS, StreamMine3G based SELIS publish/subscribe system 
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targets content-based filtering where the destination of events can only be determined at runtime. It also 
migrates parts of the load to new hosts when overload is detected, but with the objective of minimizing service 
interruption thanks to an application-level migration mechanism. 

Hoffert et al. [HSG10] consider the problem of predicting the load requirements for an adaptive topic-based 
pub/sub service running in a cloud environment. Using supervised machine learning, the approach is able to 
dynamically configure the service (e.g., the transport protocols used) for different QoS requirement, but does 
not consider the dynamic addition or removal of hosts for supporting the service. 

BlueDove [LYK+11] targets attribute-based pub/sub deployments on public cloud services. The message flow in 
BlueDove is strictly dependent on the attribute-based filtering model used for subscriptions: the attribute 
space is split in regions, and subscriptions and publications are dispatched to the matching servers that are in 
charge of an overlapping region. This disallows the use of filtering schemes that are not based on low-
dimensionality attribute spaces or that do not allow examining the content of the subscriptions at the server 
side, such as with encrypted filtering. Finally, BlueDove supports only scale out, therefore, unlike 
StreamMine3G, it cannot be described as fully elastic. Fang et al. [FJZ+11] follow a similar approach to 
BlueDove and only scales out. 

D. Secure Publish/Subscribe 

Achieving secure communication in untrusted environments such as public clouds where the SCN is intended to 
run is a challenge. The network traffic can be captured easily by malicious third parties, requiring the use of 
authentication and encryption mechanisms prior to and during data exchange of data. Secure sockets (SSL) and 
more recently Transport Layer Security (TLS) are the widespread protocols that provide communications 
security over the Internet. However, in cloud environments, the computer system executing the cryptographic 
algorithms can also be compromised by a malicious attacker, leading to undesired information leakage or 
corruption. Hence, mechanisms such as SSL/TLS are insufficient if the encryption and authentication is 
performed outside a trusted environment 

Most distributed systems (as the ones found in clouds) establish communications using standard network 
protocols as TCP and UDP. When directly using such standard network protocols, we face a few typical 
problems. To start with, simple input/output is blocking, and does not scale well, and asynchronous, event-
based, communication is awkward to implement. Connected operations such as TCP offer better message 
guarantees, but are cumbersome to manage in dynamic environments where servers disappear, or connect to 
other servers. Messages that cannot be delivered immediately must be discarded (and possibly sent over 
again) or queued, but the programmer has to handle possible buffer overflows. All these problems made 
emerge the asynchronous messaging systems. 

Several proprietary solutions exist for asynchronous messaging, using their own closed protocols rather than 
open standards. As a result, these implementations aren’t interoperable and usually only function within the 
boundaries of one single vendor’s equipment. In this context, Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) 
was proposed [V06], as an open standard for an interoperable enterprise-scale asynchronous messaging 
protocol. 

RabbitMQ [VW+12] is a popular implementation of the Advanced Message Queueing Protocol (AMQP). In 
AMQP systems, messages are sent via a message broker. Although client libraries exist in several languages, the 
message broker is implemented in Erlang. Since the code that fits inside the secure enclaves has to be 
minimised, the message broker cannot be executed in a secure manner as the complete Erlang environment 
would have to run inside the enclave. An alternative to RabbitMQ which provides a complete C++ 
implementation of AMQP. Nevertheless, a potential drawback of AMQP is its complexity and set-up costs. 
Furthermore, it does not provide content-based routing as required in SELIS. 
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ZeroMQ [H13] is a high performance messaging library aimed at use for distributed applications and services. 
ZeroMQ is very similar, yet more flexible, than AMQP, providing simpler set-ups and also being able to connect 
processes in a point-to-point fashion (without brokers). Another similar option is nanomsg [TKM+13], which is 
more recent and lightweight than ZeroMQ, although it offers a smaller programming interface. Both are 
written in C or C++ and their lightweight technology fit well as a base for SELIS, however, it does not provide 
filtering capabilities per which introduces prohibitive implementation efforts. 

Assuming message queueing is an adequate communication system for cloud programming, some higher-level 
applications may need more. In particular, it may be hard to scale up to to systems with a large number of 
completely independent components, unknown to each other. Content-based routing is a flexible and powerful 
paradigm for scalable communication among distributed processes that exists in SELIS. 

It decouples data producers from consumers, and dynamically routes messages based on their content. While 
the publish/subscribe communication model has been extensively studied over more than a decade [EFG+03], 
and many implementations have been proposed (e.g., [WJ07, CGB10, NSB12]), it still fails to reach wide 
deployment and usage in the era of cloud computing. 

One of the major reasons to the lack of general adoption can be tracked down to privacy concerns. Indeed, 
Content-based routing requires router components to filter messages by matching their content against a 
(potentially large) collection of subscriptions that act as a reverse index and, hence, must be stored by the 
filtering engines. In turn, this requires the router to see the content of both the messages and the 
subscriptions, which represents a major threat for companies for which data is a key asset. For instance, in the 
emblematic example of financial trading, stock quotes published by exchange platforms have commercial value 
and must be protected, while subscriptions may reveal sensitive information about a client’s portfolio and must 
also be secured. 

Several approaches to supporting privacy-preserving publish/subscribe have been proposed recently [OFM+16, 
U16], but none provides at the same time powerful filtering capabilities and high performance. Approaches 
that rely on sophisticated cryptographic techniques like (fully) homomorphic encryption can support a wide 
range of operations but are prohibitively slow—several orders of magnitude slower than plain text filtering. 
Performance can be improved by exploiting specialised techniques like asymmetric scalar-product preserving 
encryption (ASPE) [CGB10], but these approaches suffer from severe limitations in the type of operations they 
support, which is typically restricted to equality matching or degraded forms of range queries. Furthermore, 
these techniques also often introduce additional overheads, e.g., ASPE’s space complexity grows exponentially 
with the number of attributes. In order to combine both security and performance, one can instead resort on 
hardware-based secure execution environments. 
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Summary & Conclusions 

In this deliverable, we presented the architecture and design of the SELIS publish/subscribe. We first presented 
the requirements that were derived from several stakeholders. In order to elaborate on design decisions, we 
also present a use case commonly found in the logistics domain space. The use case demonstrates nicely the 
requirements for the design and architecture of the SELIS publish/subscribe system such as achieving scalability 
as well as elasticity as a large number of clients is expected to use the software as well as privacy aspects in 
order to ensure privacy preserving content-based routing. 

We therefore discussed the architecture first which we employed in the SELIS publish/subscribe system. One of 
the key characteristics of the system is the use of subscription partitioning in order to maintain scalability. We 
then detailed the staged design of our approach which is based on a highly and scalable stream processing 
engine named StreamMine3G.  

In order to ensure confidentiality, we introduce Intel SGX as a technology that can be used for efficient 
publication matching and prevents data leakage at the same time. Intel SGX is need in order to perform an 
inspection of messages needed to route messages, however, without disclosing the message contents as 
contrary to topic-based publish/subscribe systems, the message contents itself is used for routing decisions. 
The use of Intel SGX imposes several challenges and overhead as the memory of such an enclave is encrypted 
which requires additional operation. 

We furthermore discuss various message exchange formats as well as the message exchange protocols, and 
justify our decision to use simple and plain JSON formats as they are most compatible with message exchange 
formats used in the logistics domains. Next, we present the approach taken for the API interfaces in SELIS 
which is based on state-of-the-art REST interfaces. 

In the Deployment chapter, we present the current state of our prototype setup which uses Docker container 
technology. We furthermore detail the API provided to developers/stakeholders of the SELIS publish/subscribe 
technology including examples on how to issue publications as well as subscriptions and their requirement 
formats. The chapter provides various examples which demonstrates the simplicity and ease of use for the 
SELIS publish/subscribe. 

Lastly, we provide a short performance evaluation with various micro benchmarks of the current state of the 
prototype. In the benchmarks, we evaluated and show the scalability and performance characteristics of the 
system under varying workloads such as changing number of subscriptions as anticipated in SELIS when used in 
production.  

Future Work 

In future, we plan to extend the current prototype in various axis. First, depending on the availability of real 
world data, we will asses the performance of the current prototype and may introduce changes in the 
architecture if needed. 

Second, we are currently in the implementation and security enhancing process by running the current 
prototype in trusted compartments. Running an application in such a trusted compartment introduces 
naturally performance overheads which might be prohibitive. We will continue to evaluate and monitor the 
performance when using Intel SGX technology and propose and implement changes in the design and 
architecture of the current system. We will also evaluate alternative implementations of the core components 
of the SELIS publish/subscribe system that are based on typed and memory managed languages. 

In order to ensure privacy and to allow efficient one-to-one as well as group communication, we are currently 
in the process of implementing message restriction that integrates with the registry component as well as 
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single-sign on features. This is still work in progress where its results will be presented in the following 
deliverable. 
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Appendix A - Publish/Subscribe Protocol 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe system exposes its functionality with the worldwide standardized REST API. Due to 
platform independent nature of the protocol, the integration is relatively simple for most popular 
programming languages. The REST API is built on top of the HTTP protocol which in the production system can 
be secured with the X.509 certificates, providing the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system authentication and 
protection of data privacy and integrity. 

Publish 

Endpoint specification: POST /publish 

Content-Type: application/json 

Data content: JSON data structure. Two formats allowed: 

·       Each key/value defined with valid value type 

Format: 

{ "publication" : [{ "key" : "KEY ", "val" : VALUE , "type" : "TYPE" }, …]} 

where: KEY – key name provided as String 

               VALUE – the value provided as a type defined in “type” 

               TYPE – type of the value. Allowed: [int, float, boolean, string] 

Example: 

{ "publication" : [{ "key" : "lat", "val" : str(random.randint(0, 100)) , "type" 

: "int" }, …]} 

  

·       Row format, list of key/value, where each parameter is provided as String 

Format: 

[{ "key" : "KEY ", "val" : VALUE}, …] 

Where: 

KEY – key name provided as String 

VALUE – the value provided as a type defined in “type” 

Example: 

{"OrdAgencyAddress": "", "OrdAgencyCode": "", "OrdAgencyDescr": "MED FRIGO"} 

  

Response: HTTP 200 on success, HTTP 400 on invalid request message format, HTTP 500 on error 
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Response content-type: application/json 

Response content: none 

  

Subscribe 

Endpoint specification:  POST /subscribe 

Content-Type: application/json 

Data content: JSON data structure of the following format: 

{"authHash" : AUTHENTICATION_HASH, "subscriptionId" : "SUBSCRIPTION_ID", "data" 

: [{ "key" : "KEY", "val" : "VALUE", "type" : "TYPE", "op" : "OPERATOR" }]} 

Where: 

AUTHENTICATION_HASH – security hash which allows to connect to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system, 

SUBSCRIPTION_ID – unique identification of the subscription, provided as String, 

data is list of subscription rules, which defines which messages are of client’s interest: 

KEY – key name corresponding to the key provided in the publishing messages, 

VALUE – the value which is compared to the original message’s value from the published message 

TYPE – type of the value. Allowed: [int, float, boolean, string] 

OPERATOR – defines how the given value can be compared with the value in the published message. Allowed: 
[EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE], which corresponds to: EQ=equals, NE=not equals, GT=greater than, LT=lower than, 
GE=greater equals, LE=lower equals. 

  

Response: HTTP 200 on success, HTTP 400 on invalid request message format, HTTP 500 on error 

Response content-type: application/json 

Response content: JSON data structure of the following format 

{ "host" : SUBSCRIPTION_HOST, "port" : SUBSCRIPTION_PORT} 

Where: 

SUBSCRIPTION_HOST  - the hostname of the server to which the client should connect using TCP/TLS to receive 
the messages  matching subscription’s criteria. 

SUBSCRIPTION_PORT – the port number on which the client should connect using TCP/TLS to receive the 
messages matching subscription’s criteria. 
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Unsubscribe 

Endpoint specification:  POST /unsubscribe 

Content-Type: application/json 

Request data content: JSON data structure of the following format: 

{"authHash" : AUTHENTICATION_HASH, "subscriptionId" : "SUBSCRIPTION_ID"} 

Where: 

AUTHENTICATION_HASH – security hash which allows to provision the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system, 

SUBSCRIPTION_ID – unique identification of the subscription, provided as String, 

  

Response: HTTP 200 on success, HTTP 400 on invalid request message format, HTTP 500 on error 

Response content-type: application/json 

Response content: none 

  

Socket connection 

The client can receive the messages which match the subscription criteria via a dedicated socket connection. 
The server location is returned from the POST /subscribe endpoint in REST API. 

As soon as the connection is established, the client has to identify itself to the server by sending a message of 
the following format: 

{"authHash" : AUTHENTICATION_HASH, "subscriptionId" : "SUBSCRIPTION_ID"} NEW_LINE_SEPARATOR 

Where: 

AUTHENTICATION_HASH – security hash which allows to provision the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system, 

SUBSCRIPTION_ID – unique identification of the subscription, provided as String, 

NEW_LINE_SEPARATOR – is the single character representing end of line (EOL), commonly represented as ‘\n’ 

  

At this point, the server will send the messages matching the subscription criteria. Each message is sent as a 
separated line, hence terminating with the  NEW_LINE_SEPARATOR (described above). 
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Appendix B - Java Client library 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library allows a Java client to interact with the SELIS Publish/Subscribe, by 
establishing and maintaining the connection to the the SELIS Publish/Subscribe. It allows Java client to publish 
and receive messages by subscribing for Messages fulfilling the custom criteria. 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library simplifies the interaction with the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system by 
hiding the client from the technical details of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe protocol. 

Requirements 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java library require at least JDK7 for compilation and runtime. Additionally, it 
requires access to the running SELIS Publish/Subscribe system: locally, with default address localhost:20000, or 
hosted in TU-Dresden: 147.102.4.183:20000. 

Version & dependencies 

Current implementation of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library is 0.1.0. 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library has the following runtime dependencies: 

GroupId ArtefactId Version 

com.google.code.gson gson 2.8.0 

org.slf4j slf4j-api 1.7.5 

Download 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java library it is not publicly accessible for downloading. It is neither published in 
any public Maven repository. 

The library is available in compiled form as .JAR archive which should be added as a dependency to the Java 
project. 

Library  

All API classes are located in the top-level package: de.tu_dresden.selis.pubsub. The main classes/interfaces 
used by client application are: 

·    PubSub 

·    Message 

·    Callback 

·    Subscription 
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In the following sections, it is described how to establish the connection to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system 
using PubSub class, how to publish new Messages and how to subscribe for Messages creating custom 
Subscriptions and registering Callbacks. 

Connecting to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system 

To connect to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system an instance of PubSub class has to be created using 
IP/Hostname and Port number of the Pub/Sub. 

PubSub pubSub = new PubSub("0.0.0.0", 20000); 

  

Once the PubSub is created, it establishes and keeps open the TCP connections to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe 
system. Once the connection is no longer required it is important that the client application explicitely closes it, 
in order to clean all resources and close the connections. 

pubSub.close(); 

  

  

PubSub class implements the autoCloseable interface, which allows to close the PubSub and release all the 
resources automatically. To use it, create a PubSub in a try() block: 

try (PubSub pubSub = new PubSub("0.0.0.0", 20000)) { // publish/subscribe messages 

} 

// here, Java automatically closed the PubSub 

  

Publish 

Once the connection to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system has been established, client can start publishing 
messages. 

Messages accepted by the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system have to be in the form of key:value pairs. To simplify 
the creation of messages, the SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library provides a Message class, which can be filled 
with the data and send directly to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system. 

Message msg = new Message(); msg.put("OrderId", "ABC123"); msg.put("price", "100"); 

msg.put("quality", "0.80"); 

  

The Subscription class allows to quickly define the subscription criteria. To create the subscription, it is required 
to provide client’s hash and subscriptionId, which are used to authenticate the subscriber in the SELIS 
Publish/Subscribe system. 
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Subscription subscription = new Subscription("d5644e8105a d77c3c3324ba693e83d8fffd54950", 

"sub8875959152"); 

  

The next step requires to provide subscription’ criteria. Single criteria is represented by Rule class, where one 
Subscription can have many Rules. Each Rule defines the key, the value and the matching criteria, f.e.: 
price<=80, orderId=ABC123, quality>=0.5, etc. Rules are always treated as conjunction, therefore only 
messages matching all of the 

criteria are delivered to the subscriber. To create subscription of alternative rules, convert it to few 
subscriptions of excluding rules. 

In the following example, there are created Rules to match the Messages which defines the price lower than 80 
and Quality greater or equal 0.5: 

subscription.add(new Rule("price", "80", RuleType.LE)); 

subscription.add(new Rule("quality", "0.5", RuleType.GE)) ; 

  

Once the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system processes the Message which matches the Subscription’ criteria, it 
notifies the Subscriber on the callback provided during the registration of Subscription. Therefore the 
Subscriber is obligated to create the callback method, on which it receives and handles the Message delivered 
by the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system. 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library provides the interface Callback which requires to implement single 
onMessage() method. The message delivered from the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system is pushed to this 
method. In the following example, the Subscriber’s callback simply prints the message content to the standard 
output: 

public class MyCustomCallBack implements de.tu_dresden.selis.pubsub.Callback { 

 @Override public void onMessage(Message message) { 

     System.out.println("Received {}", message); 

 } 

} 

  

Once the Subscriber has defined the Subscription and the Callback, it can register them in the SELIS 
Publish/Subscribe system by invoking the subscribe() method: 

pubSub.subscribe(subscription, new MyCustomCallBack()); 

  

The unchecked PubSubConnectionException can be thrown when the connection to the SELIS 
Publish/Subscribe system could not be established. Please see Error-handling section of this document for 
more information about error handling. 
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Error-handling 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library defines its own Exception hierarchy, where the highest Exception is 
PubSubException. All of the others exceptions inherits from PubSubException. 

PubSubException is an unchecked exception, therefore it does not require from the Client to catch the 
exceptions which could be potentially thrown during the publish/subscribe operations. Nevertheless, for 
production application it is recommended to handle such exceptions. 

Logging 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library uses org.slf4j.Logger API to provide some Debuging informations. The 
Library itself does not come with any implementation of org.slf4j.Logger, so it is up to the Client which 
implementation to choose. Please follow slf4j documentation for more information: 
https://www.slf4j.org/manual.html 

For the prototyping we suggest to use the slf4j-simple, which does not require any initial configuration. 
Download from: https://www.slf4j.org/download.html 

Maven dependency: 

<dependency> 

<groupId>org.slf4j</groupId> 

<artifactId>slf4j-simple</artifactId> 

 <version>1.7.5</version> 

</dependency> 
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Appendix C - Docker image 

The Publish/Subscribe system is distributed as an image of Docker container. The reference container of the 
SELIS Publish/Subscribe system is built on top of Ubuntu Linux release 14.04. The SSH connection can be 
established on port 10022, providing the credentials:  

Username Password 

selis selis 

 

The customized version of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system 

The following Dockerfile defines the system configuration of the Selis Publish/Subscribe system. To match the 
security requirements of production system, the credentials and SSH configuration can be easily adjusted by 
the entity responsible for maintenance of the SELIS CN according to the final security requirements, such as 
password length and format, SSH configuration. 

FROM ubuntu:14.04 

       

MAINTAINER André Martin <andre.martin@tu-dresden.de> 

 

RUN apt-get update 

RUN apt-get upgrade -y 

RUN useradd -ms /bin/bash selis 

RUN echo 'selis:selis' | chpasswd 

 

RUN apt-get install -y openssh-server mercurial python-virtualenv 

RUN sed -i 's/PermitRootLogin without-password/PermitRootLogin yes/' /etc/ssh/sshd_config 

RUN sed -i 's/Port 22/Port 10022/g' /etc/ssh/sshd_config 

RUN mkdir /var/run/sshd 

 

RUN hg clone https://r0bcrane@bitbucket.org/r0bcrane/selis_pubsub_deploy deploy  

WORKDIR deploy 

RUN tar -xf pubsub.tgz 

RUN ./setup.sh 

 

EXPOSE 20000 20001 

 

CMD [ "./runPubSub.py" , "--production" ] 

 

After the modifications of the Dockerfile, the customised version of the container can be easily built using the 
command: 

sudo docker build -t selis-pubsub . 
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where: 

-t defines the name of the image which will be stored in the local Docker repository 

. defines the path of the Dockerfile, if the command is launched in the directory of the Dockerfile, the “.” 
should be used 

 

To view the list of all Docker images stored in the local Docker repository, the following command should be 
used: 

sudo docker images 

 

example output: 

REPOSITORY        TAG                 IMAGE ID            CREATED             SIZE 

selis-pubsub      latest              c1b64c508231        1 hour ago          522MB 

ubuntu            14.04               3aa18c7568fc        1 hour ago          188MB 

 

In this example, the selis-pubsub image has been created, with the unique image id: c1b64c508231. To 
reference this image, the name or image id can be used. 

 

Launch of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe instance 

After the successful build, the image of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system will be created and stored in the 
local Docker image repository under the name “selis-pubsub”. This image can be distributed to the production 
environment, without any further change. Therefore, the image can be tested before being deployed in the 
production environment, and the same configuration of the Operating System, networking, and the SELIS 
Publish/Subscribe system is guaranteed to be used. To run the created image the following command has to be 
used: 

sudo docker run -d -p 20000:20000 -p 20001:20001 --name=selis-pubsub selis-pubsub 

where: 

-d defines to run the container as a daemon 

-p defines the TCP ports which have to be opened in the container and their mapping to the host machine 

ports, 

--name defines the name of the container, which can be used to reference the running container in the future. 

 

The example output, when running in interactive mode (-it) parameter: 

pubsub service starting up...  

PubSub Version: 1704251045 

Server: 147.102.4.183 
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To view the running instances the following command can be used: 

sudo docker ps 

 

Example output: 

CONTAINER ID        IMAGE               COMMAND                  CREATED             STATUS              PORTS                                  

NAMES 

04c755bac2db        selis-pubsub        "./runPubSub.py --..."   3 minutes ago       Up 3 minutes        0.0.0.0:20000-20001->20000-

20001/tcp   selis-pubsub 

 

Termination of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe instance 

To terminate the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system, the Docker container has to be stopped. The following 
command should be used: 

sudo docker stop selis-pubsub 

where: 

selis-pubsub is the name of the container, defined as a parameter --name is the ‘docker run’ command. 

After all, the container should have been stopped and it should no longer appear in the list of running 
containers: 

sudo docker ps 

 

Example output: 

CONTAINER ID        IMAGE               COMMAND                  CREATED              

 

 


